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Abstract: The paper presents an active power
filter (APF) to eliminate harmonics and to
compensate reactive power and neutral current of
three-phase four-wire symmetrical and
unbalanced nonlinear loads. A set of three single-
phase insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT)-
based voltage source inverter (VSI) bridges with a
common DC bus capacitor is used as the APF. A
sliding mode controller (SMC) over the average
DC bus voltage is used for the control. A
hysteresis rule based carrierless pulse width
modulation (PWM) current control is employed
to generate the gating signals to the switching
devices. A set of three single-phase diode bridge
rectifiers with capacitive-resistive loading is used
for nonlinear loading. The simulation results
show that the APF is capable of compensating
reactive power, neutral current and load
unbalance and reducing the harmonic level below
the limit specified in IEEE-519 standard.

1 Introduction

The increased use of nonlinear loads, such as switch
mode power supply (SMPS) in computers [1, 2], recti-
fier devices in TVs, ovens and telecommunication
power supplies and commercial lighting systems [3]
cause excessive neutral currents, harmonic injection
and reactive power burden in the power system. They
result in poor power factor, lower efficiency and inter-
ference to adjacent communication systems. In the past
L-C filters were employed to reduce harmonics and
power capacitors were used to improve the power fac-
tor of the AC mains, however, they have the demerits
of fixed compensation level, large size and resonance.
In the last two decades, a device generally named as
active power filter (APF) has been investigated to pro-
vide an appropriate solution to most of these problems
[4-16]. The names such as active power line condi-
tioner, reactive power compensator and harmonic filter
are also used in this context. Many configurations of
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the APFs are proposed for single and three-phase sys-
tems differing in the topology of the connection such as
series, parallel, multistep, multilevel etc. A number of
control concepts such as instantaneous reactive power
theory [5, 8], notch filter [12], synchronous reference
frame [13] and synchronous detection [7] are reported
in the literature on APF. PI [13] and sliding mode con-
trol [14] are used in the different APFs. Several publi-
cations [5, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14] are available on the APFs
for three-phase, three-wire systems. The publications
on four-wire, three-phase APF systems are limited [10,
12, 15] and most of them cover only individual aspects
such as neutral current compensation, or reactive
power compensation, or harmonic elimination or
unbalanced voltage systems.

This paper deals with an APF for three-phase, four-
wire electric power distribution systems to compensate
reactive power, neutral current, harmonics and as well
as balancing of supply currents with unbalanced non-
linear loads. The system configuration, control scheme
and the modelling and analysis technique for the APF
proposed, are presented. The simulation results demon-
strate the versability of the APF for providing a com-
prehensive solution for the different power quality
issues involved.

three- si ngie-phase
nonlinear loads

VDC

DC bus
Fig. 1 Block diagram of active power filter

2 System configuration

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the APF system.
The APF consists of three single-phase IGBT based
VSI bridges with a common DC bus capacitor. These
VSI bridges are isolated from the AC mains using three
single-phase transformers to obtain a suitable DC bus
voltage level [16]. A hysteresis rule based carrierless
PWM current control over the APF reference and
sensed currents is employed to derive the gating signals
for the IGBTs. The load used consists of a set of three
single-phase diode bridge rectifiers with input source
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impedance and resistive-capacitive loading. With this
arrangement, unbalanced and nonlinear loading condi-
tions are obtained. Depending upon load parameters,
pulsating nonsinusoidal peaky phase currents are
drawn causing neutral current flow which could even
exceed the phase current [1, 2]. When digital control is
used, the supply voltage, DC bus voltage and load cur-
rents are sensed and fed in through analog-to-digital
converters (ADCs) and reference APF currents are out-
puted through digital-to-analog converters (DACs) of
the digital system. The main function of the APF is to
eliminate harmonics and supply neutral current, com-
pensate reactive power and load balancing locally such
that the AC mains supplies only fundamental sinusoi-
dal unity power factor currents to the system.
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Fig. 2 Control scheme

3 Control scheme

Fig. 2 shows the control scheme used. Reference peak
magnitude of supply current (fsp) is estimated employ-
ing SMC (sliding mode controller) over the reference
(v*DC) and average DC bus voltage (yDCa) of the APF.
The instantaneous reference supply currents (i*sa, i*sb and
fsc) are estimated using their peak value (/^) and unit
current vectors (usa, usb and usc) derived in phase with
the three-phase supply voltages (vsa, vsb and vsc). The
instantaneous reference currents of the APF (i*ca, icb

and fcc) are estimated by subtracting load current (i/a,
in, a n d he) from reference supply currents (i*sa, i*sb and
i*c). A hysteresis rule based carrierless PWM current
control is used over the reference currents (i*ca, i*ch and
ice) and sensed currents (ica, ict, and icc) of the APF to
generate the gating pulses for the VSI bridges. In
response to gating pulses, the APF impresses PWM
voltages to AC input side realising its three-phase
currents (ica, icb and icc) close to the desired reference

currents (i*ca, i*b and i*c). The APF meets locally the
flow of harmonics, reactive power and neutral current
required by the loading condition and makes a nonlin-
ear unbalanced load appear as an ideal, linear, unity
power factor, balanced load.

4 Analysis and modelling

The system studied comprises the AC mains, nonlinear
load, APF and its control scheme. All the components
of the system are modelled in sequence to simulate the
behaviour of the APF system.

4.7 Model equations of control scheme
The functional details of control scheme is described in
the previous Section. Here the model equations are
developed for the different blocks.

4.7.7 Estimation of peak value of supply cur-
rent: Peak value of the supply current (I*p) is esti-
mated using SMC over the average DC bus voltage
(vDCa(n)) a Qd its reference value (yhca(n))- The DC bus
voltage error ve^ at the nth sampling instant is

(1)Ve{n) = V*DC(n) ~ VDCa(n) = X!

and its derivative is defined as

{ } (2)

where T is the sampling interval and Xi and x2 are the
state variables.

In sliding mode control, the values of switching func-
tions y\ and y2 are defined as follows [14]:

yi = +1 if zx\ > 0
= - 1 if zx1 < 0

2/2 = +1 if zx2 > 0
= - 1 if zx2 < 0

where z is switching hyper plane function = C\XX + c2x2.
The output of the sliding mode controller («(„)) is

taken as peak magnitude of supply current (I*p) as

U(n) - c-ix1yl + c4x2y2 - I*sp (3)

where cb c2, c3 and c4 are constants of SMC.

4.7.2 Estimation of instantaneous reference
supply currents: Harmonic free, unity power factor,
three-phase balanced reference supply currents are esti-
mated using their peak value (I*p) and unit current
vectors as

i*sc = IspUsc (4)

where usa, usb and usc are current vectors derived as

Usa = Vsa/VSp

Usb = Vsb/Vsp

usc = vsc/Vsp (5)
The ideal three-phase supply voltages vsa, vsb and vsc

may be expressed as

vsa = Vsp sin ut

vsh — Vap s,m(u)t — 2TT/3)

vsc = Vsp sin(ujt + 27r/3) (6)
where Vsp is the peak magnitude and co is the frequency
of supply voltage in rad/s.
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4.1.3 Estimation of reference APF currents:
Three-phase instantaneous reference currents of the
APF are estimated from reference supply currents and
sensed load currents as

tcb = l1b ~ llb

Kc = **sc ~ 'He (7)

4.1.4 Hysteresis current controller: The APF is
comprised of three single-phase IGBT based bridges
each fed from an input transformer [8, 16] to allow
independent current control. The upper device in 'left-
leg' and the lower device in 'right-leg' or the upper
device in 'right-leg' and the lower device in 'left-leg' are
switched simultaneously. The switching logic for
'phase-a' is formulated as follows:

if ica < (ica* - hb) upper switch is OFF and lower
switch is ON in the 'left-leg';
if ica > (ic* + hb) upper switch is ON and lower
switch is OFF in the 'left-leg'.

Similarly the switching logic of other two phases (b and
c) of the APF are formulated, using hb the width of
hysteresis band.

4.2 State space equations of the APF
The APF is connected through three single-phase trans-
formers to the AC input, with a common DC bus
capacitor (CDC) at its output. Each phase input trans-
former has equivalent parameters of an inductance (Lc)
in series with resistance Rc. The APF is operated in
current controlled mode and is modelled by the follow-
ing state space equations:

pica = -(Rc/Lc)ica

picb - -{Rc/Lc)icb

picc = -(Rc/Lc)icc +

(vsa - vca)/Lc

(vsb - vcb)/Lc

vsc - vcc)/Lc

PVDC = {lead + icbd + iccd)/CDC

where p is the time differential operator (d/di). vc

and vcc are the three-phase PWM voltages reflected on
the AC input side and may be expressed in terms of
instantaneous DC bus voltage (vDC) and switching
functions as

- SA2)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)
vcb

=vDC{SB1 - SB2)

= vDC(SC1-SC2) (12)
SAh SA2, SBh SB2 and SC2 are the switching
functions decided by the switching logic of the three-
phases of the APF. icad, icbd and iccd are the charging
currents to the common DC bus from the three sepa-
rate bridges in the APF and may be expressed as

icad =lca{SA1 -SA2)

Icbd = icb{SBi — SB2)

iced = icc{3Gx - SG2) (13)
The neutral current of the APF (inc) is estimated by
adding ica, icb and icc.

4.3 Modelling of load
A set of three single phase loads is connected to a four-
wire, three-phase AC mains. Each phase load consists
of a single-phase uncontrolled diode bridge rectifier
with an input AC impedance and capacitive-resistive
DC side loading. This combination is equivalent to
generally used nonlinear loads. It has two modes of

operation depending on the state of the diodes. When
diodes are conducting, AC mains is connected to the
load and the basic equation for 'phase-a' is

Rsila + Lspiia + Via - Vsa.
which may be transformed to state space form as

PHa = {Vsa ~ Vla ~ Rs%la)/Ls

The load capacitor equation is
(14)

PVla = (ida ~ iRa)/Cia (15)
Rs and Ls are source impedance elements and vla is the
voltage across load capacitor, Qa. Current i!a is the
load current drawn from AC mains and ida is its magni-
tude. The current iRa is the DC load current V;a/i?/a.

When diodes are not conducting, iia and ida will be
zero and charged capacitor Cla will feed the DC load,
Ria. Eqn. 15 is modified accordingly for the discharging
mode of operation. Similarly the model equations for
the other two phase (b and c) loads are derived. The
neutral load current (/„;) is computed by adding all
three-phase load currents (i[a, ilb and ilc). The single-
phase and two-phase loading conditions are obtained
by considering only the equations for the loaded
phases.

The set of first order differential eqns. 8-11, 14 and
15 and four more equations for other two phase loads
with other expressions define the dynamic model of the
APF system. These model equations are integrated
using fourth order Runge-Kutta method to simulate
the transient and steady state behaviour of the APF
system. A standard FFT package is used to compute
harmonic spectrum and total harmonic distortion
(THD) of the AC load current and supply currents.
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Fig. 3 Performance of APF system for load changes from three-phase
(4.37kW) to two-phase (2.92kW) to single-phase (1.46kW) to two-phase
(2.92kW) to three-phase (4.37kW)

5 Performance of the APF system

Figs. 3, 4 and 5 demonstrate the steady state and tran-
sient behaviour of the APF and harmonic spectrum of

r
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load and supply currents for a typical four-wire, three-
phase distribution system supplying nonlinear loads.
The essential parameters of the system are given in the
Appendix, (Section 8). Fig. 3 shows the different wave-
forms in the system, when the nonlinear load level is
changed four times as follows:
(i) three-phase 4.37kW to two-phase 2.92kW (at
34.58mS)
(ii) two-phase 2.92kW to single-phase 1.46kW (at
129.17mS)
(iii) single phase 1.46kW to two-phase 2.92kW (at
231.25mS)
(iv) two-phase 2.92kW to three-phase 4.37kW (at
325.83mS)
Supply currents, APF currents and DC bus voltage of
the APF settle to steady state values in less than a cycle
after the change in the load, illustrating the fast
response of the APF. Supply currents always remain
lower than load currents (peak 25.24A and 13.33A
RMS). Supply currents are sinusoidal at unity power-
factor and have the peak magnitudes of 16.27A,
10.96A and 5.56A under three-phase, two-phase and
single-phase loads, respectively. The APF neutral cur-
rent (inc) remains exactly out of phase and equal in
magnitude to the load neutral current (/„;) resulting in
full compensation of supply neutral current (im). The
load neutral current (/„;) is equal to or higher than load
phase current. For single-phase load, the load neutral
and phase currents are equal at 13.33A (RMS). For the
two-phase load, the neutral current is 1.26 times the
load phase current at 16.79A (RMS) with a THD of
100.67%. Under three-phase load, the load neutral cur-
rent of 17.68 A (RMS) is 1.37 times the load-phase cur-
rent mainly with third and its multiple harmonics. This
excessive neutral current may damage the neutral con-
ductor if an APF is not employed [1-3].
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Fig. 4 Harmonic spectra of (a) load current and (b) supply current for
single-phase load (1.46kW)
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Fig .5 Harmonic spectra of supply-current for (a) two-phase load
(2.92kW) and (b) three-phase had (4.37kW)

Sliding mode controller results in fast dynamic
response of the APF, but it leads to steady state error
in average DC bus voltage. By tuning the parameters
of SMC (ch ..., c4), the steady state error in average
bus voltage may be reduced but with large transients in
supply currents and DC bus voltage. DC bus voltage
remains between 188 to 225 V for addition or removal
of the loads.

Figs. 4 and 5 show the harmonic spectrum of load
and supply currents for single-phase (1.46kW), two-
phase (2.92kW) and three-phase loads (4.37kW). The
APF is able to reduce THD of supply current from
51.84% to less than 0.5%> meeting the harmonic limit
specified by IEEE-519 standard [17].

6 Conclusions

Sliding mode control of the APF system has resulted in
fast dynamic response and excellent steady state
response. It has been observed that the APF has com-
pensated reactive power, neutral current, load unbal-
ance and harmonics in the case of unbalanced
nonlinear loads. It has also been observed that supply
currents always remain sinusoidal and lower than load
currents, thereby increasing the loading capability of
the AC mains. The APF enhances the system efficiency
as it avoids the flow of harmonic and reactive power
components and the neutral current in the AC mains.
The APF effectively makes a non-linear load to appear
as a linear, unity power-factor load at the mains. It is
also effective in reducing the THD of load current
below the limit specified by IEEE-519 standard [17].
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8 Appendix

Vs (RMS/phase) = 127V, F = 60Hz, Rc = 0.1 £2,
Lc = 3mH, CDC = 3000(iF, Rs = 1.0O, Ls = 0.25mH,
Q = 470MF, RI = 12.5Q, q = 1.2, c2 = 1.5, c3 = 0.45, c4

= 0.45.
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